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Eight Little Kittens
Ulf Nilsson & Lisen Adbåge

Mimmi’s cat has just had eight little kittens
in different colors. But when the mother cat
jumps out the window Mimmi is left all alone
with the kittens. “Hey, am I supposed to watch
them all by myself?” she shouts.
The young ones peek curiously out from the
basket and go to explore. One crawls under
Mimmi’s sweater, another knocks a vase to the
ground. How is Mimmi going to keep track of
them all?
Small scale drama for the youngest.
A feel-good story for preschoolers by two of
Sweden's best: Ulf Nilsson and Lisen Adbåge.

Åtta små kattungar
Natur & Kultur, spring 2022
Original language: Swedish
180 x 180 mm, 32 pp
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Missing Cats
Daniel Carlsten

Daniel Carlsten is a Swedish art director, designer and illustrator. During 2004–2009 he worked as
an art director at Acne in Stockholm. Since 2009 he works as an independent creative with clients
such as Herman Miller, Hermès, Nowness/LVMH, Svenskt Tenn, Rimowa, C&A, Le Bon Marché, Van
Cleef & Arpels to name a few. His work is represented at the National Museum in Stockholm and
the Rööhska Design Museum in Gothenburg.
In 2012 he received the Swedish Book Art Award. In 2022, his first children’s book Qui se cache làdessous ? (What's That?) was published by Hélium Éditions (France).

People say that if you love someone you have to let them go. Easier said than done, right?
Well, maybe it is easier if you know they’re going to have a great time.
Missing Cats is a book that brings hope to everyone who had a cat that went lost.
What if your cat is not gone, but rather went to do something it really enjoyed?
For example, going for a delicious meal, seeing a friend, taking a nap or shopping for toys...
The cats in this book are having the time of their life. Based on what most cats love*, each
illustration brings the young reader into a world where it is easy to see why a cat may want
some time on its own, to explore and have fun.
*
Sleeping and napping
Fresh, nutritious food
Grooming themselves
Clean and private bathroom spaces
Scratching
Hiding and observing from high places
Playing
Running water (for drinking)
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Birdwatching (from windows)
Nocturnal wandering
Fresh air and sunshine
Hunting
Climbing
Stretching
Exploring
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Pop and the Colorful Numbers

Sigge's Dogs

Réka Király & Jenni Erkintalo

Eva Vidén & Jens Ahlbom

Jenni Erkintalo & Réka Király

Pop the Bird is looking for the building blocks with
numbers, where could they be? One by one they
appear and with them also new curious animal
friends.

Jenni Erkintalo
& Réka Király

The book introduces toddlers to the numbers from
1 to 10. It also inspires children to identify and name
different basic shapes and colors in a playful way.

Pop ja värikkäät numerot

ille

ns.com

Sigge really loves dogs – all dogs! On his
way to grandpa’s house, Sigge and his mom
ride their bike past a sheepdog herding
sheep, a guide dog, and dogs doing agility.
They even see a police dog – wow! And
when they arrive at grandpa's he has a
surprise in store for Sigge…
A warm story with distinct and detailed
illustrations.

Pop ja värikkäät numerot
Etana Editions, spring 2022
Original language: Finnish
160 x 160 mm board book, 16 pp

Sigges hundar
Berghs, spring 2022
Original language: Swedish
185 x 185 mm, 32 pp

Sigges tåg

Eva Vidén &
Jens Ahlbom

BERGHS

Niin löytyivät palikat numerolliset
ja niiden mukana eri eläimet ystävälliset.
Pop-lintusen leikki jatkuu näin
palikka kerrallaan eteenpäin.

Sigge’s Cars and Machines
Rights sold: Slovenian,
Dutch, Danish, Russian

Sigge’s Dinosaurs

Sigge’s Tractor
Rights sold: Slovenian, Russian

Sigge's Trains
Rights sold: Slovenian

Hundarna har också flytväst!

Pop Soon at Home
Leo spent the whole day playing. What did his best friend
Pop the Bird do? And where is he? The illustrations are
created entirely of basic shapes so children can recreate
Pop’s world using their building blocks, combining visual
and tactile experiences.
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Onni series
Sandra Pelliccioni

The 18-book Onni series has been published since
2007. These beloved books are best sellers in Finland,
and they are also amongst the most borrowed books
in Finnish libraries.

SANNA PELLICCIONI

Onni's Baby Poems
Etana Editions, 2022
Original language: Finnish
160 x 160 mm board book, 16 pp
SANNA PELLICCIONI

SANNA PELLICCIONI

Onni Doodles at Home
Etana Editions, 2021
Original language: Finnish
210 x 297 mm soft cover, 34 pp

SANNA PELLICCIONI on
helsinkiläinen kuvittaja,
graafikko ja biologi.

L85.2
ISBN 978-952-312-181-2

ISBN 978-952-312-497-4

PERILLÄ ODOTTAA MÖKKI NIETOSTEN KESKELLÄ. KUN OHI SUHAHTAA TYTTÖ
SUKSILLAAN, HERÄÄ ONNIN MIELENKIINTO HIIHTOON JA NAAPURIN POROIHIN...
JA, NO JOO, MYÖS TYTTÖÖN NIMELTÄ NEETA. ONNI ON LÖYTÄNYT KAVERIN
SAAMENMAASTA.

Seuraa Onni-poika-työpajoja ja
näyttelyitä facebookissa.

SANNA PELLICCIONI

O N N I - PO J A N T A LV I S E I K K A I LU

ps. Seuraa Onni-poika-tapahtumia ja
näyttelyitä facebookissa.

Onni-poika-sarjan kymmenennessä
osassa tartutaan lähes joka perheen
puheenaiheeseen: pelin huumaan.

SANNA PELLICCIONI
RAKASTETUN KIRJASARJAN KOLMASTOISTA OSA KERTOO TALVEN RIEMUISTA.
ONNIN PERHE MATKAA JUNALLA POHJOISEEN, KOSKA ONNIN ÄITIIN ON ISKENYT
LAPINHULLUUS.

SANNA PELLICCIONI

RAKASTETUN KIRJASARJAN KAHDESTOISTA OSA KERTOO LASTEN JA LEMMIKKIELÄINTEN AINUTLAATUISESTA SUHTEESTA JA SIITÄ, MITÄ LAPSET ELÄINYSTÄVILTÄÄN OPPIVAT.

ISIN PÄÄTÄ KUUMOTTAA LIIASTA PELAAMISESTA, JA UUSI PELI ON OLAVILLE
LIIAN JÄNNÄ. LAPSET PELAAVAT SALAA, JA SILLOIN ÄITI HIILTYY. HÄN HALUAISI
HEITTÄÄ KOKO PELIKONEEN PARVEKKEELTA ALAS. SITTEN ISI USKOO KEKSIVÄNSÄ
RATKAISUN PELAAMISASIAAN. TOIMIIKO SE?

ONNI-POIKA TYKKÄÄ PELATA

ONNI JA OLAVI SAAVAT KAUAN ODOTETUN LEMMIKIN: HAMSTERIN. SULOINEN
KARVAKASA ON ALUKSI ARKA. KOKO PERHE OPETTELEE YHDESSÄ ELÄIMEN KESYTYSTÄ JA HOITOA. KUN MALTTAMATON OLAVI HERÄTTÄÄ HAMSTERIN UNILTAAN,
SE SÄIKÄHTÄÄ JA NAPSAUTTAA KIPEÄN HAAVAN OLAVIN SORMEEN.

ONNI-POIKA SAA ELÄINYSTÄVÄN

Onni Doodles at Home
Etana Editions, 2021
Original language: Finnish
210 x 297 mm soft cover, 34 pp

SANNA PELLICCIONI

SANNA PELLICCIONI

ISBN 978-952-312-685-5

L85.2

www.minervakustannus.fi

ps. Onni-poika on facebookissa :)

www.minervakustannus.fi

SANNA PELLICCIONI

L85.2

www.minervakustannus.fi

ONNI-POJAN RAKKAAN LÄHIPUISTON TILALLE AIOTAAN RAKENTAA TIE JA
RATIKKALINJA, JOTTA MATKA KESKUSTAAN NOPEUTUISI MINUUTILLA.
– MUTTA SIELLÄ ON PARHAAT KIIPEILYPUUT, MUISTAA ONNI.
– JA PUISTOSSA ASUU SIILEJÄ! SANOO NAAPURIN HILLA.
ONNI, HILLA JA OLAVI ASKARTELEVAT HIENOJA MIELENOSOITUSKYLTTEJÄ.
PELASTUUKO LÄHIPUISTO?

ONNI-POIKA OSOITTAA MIELTÄ
ON SANNA PELLICCIONIN
SUOSITUN KIRJASARJAN
VIIDESTOISTA OSA.

Onni-poika_osoittaa_mielta_kansi.indd 1

ISBN 978-952-7105-58-0

9 789527

etanaeditions.com

ONNI-POIKA OSOITTAA MIELTÄ

RAKASTETUN ONNI-POIKA -SARJAN UUTUUSKIRJASSA ONNI-POIKA TARTTUU
TOIMEEN JA VAIKUTTAA HÄNELLE TÄRKEÄÄN ASIAAN.

SANNA PELLICCIONI

– EI NIITÄ VOI SYÖDÄ, ONNI NAURAA.
– VOI, JOS TEEN NIISTÄ SYÖTÄVÄT,
OLAVI SANOO JA AVAA JÄÄKAAPIN,
TÄÄLLÄ ON AINAKIN PAPRIKAA,
MAJONEESIA, KANAMUNAA, KURKKUA
JA OLIIVEJA.

PLÄÄH, ONNILLA ON KAMALA FLUNSSA. MUTTA ONNEKSI JOKIN ON SILLOINKIN
MUKAVAA: SAA KUUMAA KAAKAOTA, EUCALYPTUSPASTILLEJA JA – MIKÄ
SANNA PELLICCIONI
PARASTA – PELATA TIETOKONEPELEJÄ!

SANNA PELLICCIONI

105580

2–7-vuotiaille
L 85.2

3.2.2020 9.39

“The contemporary illustrations
that children find comforting in
the Onni books are an outstanding example of the ambitious
work and respect for children that
Sanna Pelliccioni demonstrates in
her books.”
2019 Adventure Prize, Väinö
Riikilä Foundation
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A Little Big Story About Love
Réka Kiraly

The full moon is like a ripe gooseberry,
Owl stares wistfully at a puddle. Suddenly
someone passes by like lightning, and Owl
falls in love.

RÉKA KIRÁLY

m

9
-9

This is how the fourth part of the A Little
Big Story series begins, reflecting on love.

rakkaudesta

rakkaudesta

– En ole ikinä nähnyt mitään
kauniimpaa! Oo! Hän on ruskea
ja lentää salamannopeasti, Pöllö
höpöttää.
– Kenestä sinä oikein
puhut? Hiiri on kärsimätön.
– Hänestä, vastaa Pöllö, ja
tuijottaa kaukaisuuteen.

Owl’s friends from the forest – gentle Fox,
witty Hedgehog, funny Mouse, shy Bear
and confused Hare – help Owl understand
that there can be many kinds of love. They
prepare Owl's wonderful travel snacks - a real
love-pack, full of treats and encouraging
messages. In the morning Owl starts out on
his journey to find his one and only.

ÁLY

sta

26/09/18 12:39

A graphically captivating picture book series that in a fun
and gentle way contemplates the big questions in life:
time, friendship, love, and prejudice.

Pieni suuri tarina rakkaudesta
Etana Editions, 2022
Original language: Finnish
195 x 220 mm, 32 pp

–Minä rakastan sinua, Siili
huutaa kevätesikon takaa.
Hiiri vastailee sinivuokon alta.
–Myös minä sinua! Ja nauru
täyttää koko niityn.
– Ja sinua ja sinua ja sinua...
Hiiri pyörii ympäri ja
osoittaa jokaista ystäväänsä
vuorollaan.
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Little Big Story About Friendship
Etana Editions, 2017
195 x 220 mm, 32 pp
Rights sold: Italian

Little Big Story About Tomorrow
Etana Editions, 2018
195 x 220 mm, 32 pp
Rights sold: Polish, Spanish, Catalan,
Korean, Simplified Chinese

Little Big Story About Christmas
Etana Editions, fall 2018
Original language: Finnish
195 x 220 mm, 32 pp
Rights sold: Italian
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The Secret Path

What Is It for?

Katarina Strömgård

José Maria Vieira Mendes & Madalena Matoso

Lucy is longing to meet her grandma, but
grandma is in the hospital, and Lucy is not
allowed to visit.

This book likes to ask questions.
This book prefers a world full of questions than a
world with definitive answers.
Deep inside, this book likes a bit of a mess and to ask
questions because it knows they will stir up the world
(and the world without mess or question marks is a
sad and boring world).
Instead of giving answers, this book asks questions in
response to questions. Especially to those questions
that appear more often.

Luckily, Lucy has Silvering, the secret cat that
lives inside her bedroom wall. And Silvering
knows of a secret and marvelous path that
takes them all the way to grandma.
A picture book about a secret friend and the
longing for a beloved grandmother, with
enchanting images that create fairytale magic.

How can you do that?
And what for?
Good question(s).
Selected for the White Ravens 2021

A Secret Cat (2017)
Rights sold: Danish,
English (North America)

Para que serve?
Planeta Tangerina, 2020
Original language: Portuguese
175 × 225 mm, 64 pp
Rights sold: English, French, Italian, Korean, Dutch

Planeta Tangerina

Isabel Minhós Martins
Yara Kono

From Here to There
Planeta Tangerina, Au2021
Original language: Portuguese
155 x 180 mm, 40 pp
Rights sold: Italian

Over here, a baby. And over there, one
step away, so many things!
Suddenly something begins to grow inside
the baby: a will to go from here to there.

12

En hemlig väg
Rabén & Sjögren, 2022
Original language: Swedish
K O 200
J A xA255
G E mm,
N C Y32· pp
RIGHTS LIST SPRING 2022

There, where the ball is.
There, where the bread is.
There, where the music is.
There, where the freedom lives.
R I G H T we
S L Ifollow
S T S P Rthem?
ING 2022
Should
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It's OK to Cry
Spider

The urge to cry sometimes comes and it’s okay.
For example, if you’re the kid reading the book right
now, you might cry because you just lost your favorite
toy, or because you misbehaved and now you feel
down, or because you think no one in the world understands you. I’m sure you have even cried at times
just because you felt like it…
Be as it may, it’s important, dear reader, that you
know that you’re not the only one who cries: moms
cry, dads cry, brothers and sisters cry, kings cry, but
also thieves and cops and even skeletons cry. And
although scientists argue that only humans can cry,
the monkeys, the cats, the dogs and the birds surely
cry, but also the comets, the flowers and the robots
and, sometimes, also the houses. And I’ll cry too (I’m
the author and I’m talking to you), if I understand that
you didn’t like this book!

It's OK to Cry
Orecchio acerbo, 2023
Original language: Italian
240 x 320 mm, 32 pp + endpapers

More and more pop art: a brilliant Spider and his crazy
paintings on wood, in a book full of color and laughter, despite the many, many tears that flow in it!

Daniele Melani, known as Spider, surprises with his eclectic and original style, influenced by pop
art, graffiti, manga and cartoons, calligraphy, underground comics, and popular icons like Betty
Boop, Popeye and evil wolves. He has collaborated with Italian and American magazines and newspapers, and published many of his picture books with Orecchio acerbo.

orecchio acerbo
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The World of Maxime
Lucile de Pesloüan & Jacques Goldstyn

Maxime is 10 years old. Her favorite things in life
are books and cats. Like Matilda, the heroine in her
favorite book, she feels different from everyone
else. Maxime really wants to be the same as other
children but the noise they make hurts her ears, so
she plays with the characters in her books.
One day, Maxime discovers some mysterious bowls
hidden all around the alley and she launches a thrilling investigation. In no time at all, she meets a very
special person...

La Pastèque

D'aussi loin que je m'en souvienne, le tic-tac de
ses aiguilles se mêlait à ceux de la pendule...

Le monde de Maxime
La Pasteque, 2022
Original language: French
165 x 210 mm,
102 préféré,
pp
Son livre
c'est Matilda, de Roald Dahl,

Ever since she was little, Madeleine’s grandmother has been
knitting. She knitted scarves for her brother who was at war,
socks to keep the toes of her loved ones warm, mittens, caps,
and hats as well. The very first scarf she made, which she gave
to Madeleine, was the one she was most proud of. Delighted,
the little girl wrapped it around her neck before leaving for
school, but she failed to notice that a little strand of wool got
caught in the door as she left the house…

Jacques Goldstyn

Ma grand-maman Léa a toujours tricoté.
Toujours.

19,95 $ CA / 15 €

Knitting
La Pasteque, 2020
Original language: French
150 x 230, 88 pp
Rights sold: Catalan, Korean, Italian,
Simplified Chinese, Russian

Jacques Goldstyn

Jacques Goldstyn was born and

Jacques Goldstyn

un écrivain anglais qui est mort. Maxime sent bien
qu'elle est différente, comme Matilda : super
intelligente, dévoreuse de livres depuis qu'elle a
4 ans et qui peut faire bouger les objets avec ses
yeux. Matilda est aussi un peu amoureuse de son
enseignante et vit avec des parents fans de
télévision, qui ne la comprennent pas.

raised
in Montreal. His father taught him
- Je ne suis pas censé parler aux
inconnus.
Mais Aïcha n'est plus une étrangère, how
elle to
estdraw
devenue
and he drew all the time.
ma meilleure amie. Every single day. He then studied seriously,
became a geologist, and went off to work in
gold mines in Abitibi and in the petroleum

Jacques Goldstyn

story that affirms the imagination. And
because the boy’s best friend is an old oak,

Les Débrouillards and Les Explorateurs,

it’s also a story about being an individual.

science youth magazines in French Canada.

And then, because Bertolt dies in a winter

He also writes and illustrates stories for

storm, it’s a story about loss, sorrow, and

Bertolt

a boy who enjoys playing alone, this is a

his work has been drawing cartoons for

Distributed by
Consortium Book Sales & Distribution

Printed in China by RR Donnelley Asia Printing Solutions Ltd.
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BERTOLT (pihc)
ISBN-13:
ISBN-10:

978-1-59270-229-9
1-59270-229-5

$15.95


La Pastèque
  

The Stars
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, Italian,
English, Dutch, Japanese
2019-03-26 8:52 PM

acceptance as well. But mostly it’s a book
about childhood and how through play and
observation we come to know ourselves.

Enchanted Lion Books

Enchanted Lion Books

67 West Stret, #317A
Brooklyn, NY 11222
www.enchantedlionbooks.com
enchantedlion@gmail.com

La Pastèque

collecting bizarre-looking rocks.

16

This is a rich book with many themes, as
well as much humor and sweetness. About

started to draw again. For many years now,

kids age six to 106. He loves running, hiking,

ETOILES_cover.indd 1

Jacques Goldstyn

A charming, touching story about an
imaginative boy whose best friend is
an old oak tree named Bertolt.

industry in Alberta. But then, one day, he

and climbing trees, and has never stopped

18,95 $ CA / 15 €

Bertolt

Azadah
Bertold
Rights sold: Swedish, Korean, Spanish,
Rights sold: Korean, World English,
Catalan
Spanish, Catalan, Simplified Chinese,
Turkish, Russian, Persian, Italian R I G H T S L I S T S P R I N G 2 0 2 2 · K O J A A G E N C Y
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The Mouth of the Adda

The Child of the Tram

Franca Cavagnoli & Giovanni Emilio Cingolani

Isabella Labate

It was a Saturday at dawn. Rome was still sleeping, but was
awakened by truck engines, the rustle of uniforms and the
tinkling of badges.
Emanuele also wakes up and sees his mother on the street,
someone is pushing her onto a truck. He runs to her, and
like everyone else, he gets pushed onto the truck. Then
he feels a kick in the back that knocks him down. He starts
running, this time to get far away from his mother. He ends
up on a tram, the controller sits him down, offers him food,
a blanket, shelter, and safety. They are both afraid.
Emanuele spends days on that tram, days when he is alone,
days when he becomes “invisible”: everyone knows, but
no one “notices” him. Until it’s all over. The invisible child is
saved and can finally return home to his father.

In the summer, little Beatrice goes fishing in the river
Adda with her older brother. Together they enjoy the
peaceful scenery of its waters that enter the Po.
But seeing the river in flood in winter is quite another
experience. Beatrice's grandfather carries her on the
bar of his bicycle, wrapped in a cape, and leads her
along the flooded fields to the point where the foaming
waters of the two rivers meet. The myth of Eurydice that
comes to Beatrice's mind increases the fear that the
mouth of the river may swallow them both: she tightens
her grip on the handlebar and looks at the wet wheel.
Beatrice’s restlessness convinces her grandfather to
return to the tranquility of the known countryside, along
the road to the village.

Emanuele still lives in that same house and tells us how
on October 16, 1943 his life was saved by his mother who
pushed him out of the truck, and the tram drivers who took
care of him. Emanuele’s mother was called Virginia Piazza,
she was deported to Auschwitz Birkenau along with 1024
Jews, of whom over 200 were children.

The Mouth of the Adda is a story that has the strength
of a river in flood and the calm of the cultivated plains
around it; the excitement of a little girl and the wisdom
of a grandfather.

La bocca dell'Adda
Oreccio acerbo, July 2022
Original language: Italian
210 x 297 mm, 48 pp+ endpapers
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Il bambino del tram
Orecchio acerbo, October 2022
Original language: Italian
180 x 320 mm, 40 pp + endpapers

RIGHTS LIST SPRING 2022 · KOJA AGENCY
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Old Men

The News

Teresa Glad

Armin Greder

All old people have once been children. You
can get dizzy just thinking about it. And almost
all children will one day become old men or
old ladies. In this book the reader meets real
old men, like Jon who almost died when he
was eleven years old, or Lasse who sometimes
is Lisa, Pär who is carrying lots of tears inside,
Srecko who played circus when he was young
and still dreams of circuses at night, and Dick
who likes to smell everything.

Farbröder
Natur & Kultur, 2022
Original language: Swedish
170 x 210 mm, 216 pp
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As many of his previous books, Armin Greder's The
News is an eye opener for its readers. With the expressive imagery he is known for, and the text reduced to
quotes sourced from newspapers, magazines, broadcasts and official reports from around the world,
Greder’s accusatory voice raises even higher.
Through the juxtaposition of the facts presented on
each side of every spread, Greder reflects on the
shocking contrasts of our age: on one side the strong,
rich, powerful of the world, on the other, the ones at
the bottom.
Next to Robert Knock's yacht, the largest in the world,
is the dinghy without oars of Abdulfatah Hamdallah,
a Sudanese refugee who lost his life trying to cross
the English Channel. Alongside the news that Africa’s
top politicians attended the Army exhibition in Russia
in 2021, is the news of the Burkina Faso massacre in
which 130 people lost their lives at the hands of an
army consisting for the most part of children.

Teresa Glad has interviewed old men about
their lives and what has shaped them into who
they are. Through text and images, these tender stories tell us about life and death, growing
up, fears, love, and a male role that is many
times too constricted. It is beautiful and sad,
funny and at times a bit unpleasant, like life is
for both children and adults. This is a book for
all ages – an adult book for children, a children’s
book for adults – about the choices we make
and other things that just happen.
The News
Orecchio acerbo, 2023
Original language: English
180 x 280 mm, 36 pp + endpapers

Although uncommented by Greder in writing, the
juxtaposed news stories become a visually powerful cry
of pain and accusation.

RIGHTS LIST SPRING 2022 · KOJA AGENCY
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PEOPLESANIMALS
Yoko Heiligers

PEOPLESANIMALS is an animal collection inspired
by vintage school wall charts. All animals are divided in
separate segments, which represent different
views on that specific animal.
PEOPLESANIMALS shows the fascinating and complex
relationship between people and animals, as well as their
beauty.
Yoko Heiligers (1983) was educated at the ArtEZ Arts
Academy in The Netherlands. Her picture book Wauw
Pauw won the Vlag en Wimpel 2017 (Special Mention of
the Silver Pencil Jury 2017).
Her project PEOPLESANIMALS was selected for The
Unpublished Picturebook Showcase on dPictus with the
highest number of publishers's votes.
Peoplesanimals
Orecchio acerbo, 2022
205 x 305 mm, 48 pp+ endpapers
Dutch rights reserved

Fish

a constellation
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a crowd

a specialty

a breath
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Stardust

But species can.
“History began when humans invented gods, and will end when
humans become gods” writes the historian Yuval Noah Harari.

Hannah Arnesen

Homo sapiens rules because we have imagination
Imagination to create myths that everyone believes in.

Stardust
Orecchio acerbo, fall 2023
Original language: Swedish, first published in Italian
softcover, 198 x 264 mm, 416 pp

Hannah Arnesen takes on large amounts of facts that
are difficult to grasp and transforms them into a personal story that is poetic and informative, scary, and
hopeful at the same time. It is written for young adults
and adults, but it is accessible for all ages. A stunning,
unique visual portrayal of the transience of life and
the climate crisis that is immediate to understand and,
above all, to feel.

-./%)&0(%1&2%3%3+
506%(+'

Stardust is a visual essay/picture book that portrays the
climate crisis by taking the reader on a journey through
the Earth’s past, present and future. It is a story about
the process of the universe; where life becomes death
and death becomes life.
The protagonist writes letters to the Earth, to the
reader and to her unborn child. The letters tell us
about the wonder of Earth, and how the protagonist
struggles with feelings of shame, grief, and hope.
It is a story about humans and the planet, but also
about the author’s personal experience, growing up
with a grandmother who is a Holocaust survivor and
how she tries to find hope in the fact that small things
can change history.

But now.
This is our home,
The only home we know of.
We are stardust on earth.
The oxygen we breathe, the iron that pumps in our blood, the carbon our
bodies are made of, was created in the dying hearts of the stars,
in cosmic wombs.

I wish you could
tell me.
Who you are
about your childhood,
your youth.
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I wish you could
whisper me your secrets

We stopped listening to all the languages
We stopped
listening
to all the languages
we did
not understand.
we did not
Withunderstand.
the new research,
With theitnew
research,impossible to deny it;
is becoming
it is becoming
impossible
deny it;
That animals
havetosimilar
feelings as humans,
That animals
havehumans
similar are
feelings
as humans,
because
also animals.
because humans are also animals.

I have such a hard time taking it in,
I have such
hardfeelings
time taking
it in,mine.
thatatheir
are like
that their feelings are like mine.
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PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Accidentally

He. Disfarmer

Natalie d’Arbeloff & Gian Berto Vanni

Cinzia Ghigliano

Wonderfully simple and mysteriously complicated.
This is the story of Michael Disfarmer (1884-1959), a smalltown portrait photographer from Arkansas. After the great
success of She. Vivian Maier, Cinzia Ghigliano tells the story
of another giant of American photography whose negatives
first came to public attention after his death.
Little is known about Disfarmer's life. He was always
dressed in black, tended to keep to himself, and was considered strange and eccentric by many townspeople.
In this picture book, we learn of his turbulent and mysterious arrival to the Meyer’s farm. He believed that a tornado
had taken him from his real place of birth and deposited
him with this new family. He worked the fields with his
siblings, but he always felt different; his great passion was
photography since he first saw a camera at a village fair.
He eventually started working with the village photographer and later opened a studio of his own.

In the beginning there was peace on Earth and
very few people. Actually there was only one family,
a father, a mother and a child. Like all families they
had their arguments and misunderstandings. When
they were annoyed they sometimes shouted, sometimes refused to speak to each other for a few minutes,
or hours, or maybe even days if they were really angry.
But they never ever came to blows. Until one day,
accidentally, the girl stumbled upon a strange object...
A story written by Natalie d’Arbeloff in the 50s, that still
feels relevant today and that, just accidentally, has never
been published before.

Accidentally
Orecchio acerbo, 2023
Original language: English
210 x 297 mm, 40 pp + endpapers
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Lui. Disfarmer
Orecchio acerbo, 2023
Original language: Italian
210 x 297 mm, 40 pp + endpapers

Disfarmer captured the lives and emotions of the people of
rural America and his portraits became appreciated for their
directness and unaffected quality, which seemed to reveal
the true character of their subjects.
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GRAPHIC NOVELS

GRAPHIC NOVELS

Pardalita
Joana Estrela

Hoje a Luísa trouxe um vestido muito curto escondido na mochila para a mãe não ver.

Faltavam dez minutos para a aula e
o Fred estava a ajudar-nos com os TPC.

Não é para ti!
Não podemos ser
todos um crânio.

Alguma coisa nova?

When Raquel begins telling her story, Pardalita
has already entered her life. She didn’t enter
in a sudden way, but rather slowly and subtly,
first in the school hallways and later at theater
rehearsals.

Isto não é
assim tão
difícil!

Alguém escreveu
"Amo-te Chusso".

De ve te
r sid o a
Cla ra, co
ita da.

Raquel only knows her by sight, but is constantly waiting to see her again and begins to
notice little details, like the tag on Pardalita’s
sweater touching the skin of her neck.

Eu não sou um crânio,
só estou atento à aula.

Raquel wonders: “How far away can you be
from someone without them noticing you don’t
want any distance at all”?

É giro! Mas não
vais ter frio?

Estou demasiado
hot para ter frio.

do Planeta Tangerina

mais crescidos.

tor desta coleção:

Pardalita

se voo para novas aventuras que,

eitores, temos vontade de experimentar.

Being a foreigner in a far far away country isn’t easy.
Being happy for ever after isn’t easy either.
The queen of this story knew that.
She was sad for so long
that the king began to be seriously
concerned. The king was used to command his troops
and to fight enemies with his sword,
but this time he had no one
to fight with.

What was this illness that drained every strength from the queen?
And how should he fight it?

195 x 220 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: Catalan, Complex Chinese,
English, Italian, Korean, Portuguese (SA),
Spanish

mitida a reprodução total ou parcial

O Jtransmissão
A AGEN
CY · RIGHTS LIST SPRING 2022
2 8nem aKsua
formático,
por

zação prévia, por escrito, do editor.

The Queen
of the North

Boy, Girl
Planeta Tangerina, 2021
Original language: Portuguese

bos

ja eletrónico, mecânico, fotocópia,

The Queen of the North

Pardalita
Planeta Tangerina, 2021
OOriginal
Miguel acabou
comigo.
language:
Portuguese
Era
Eu216
andava
150dex esperar.
215 mm,
pp a ser uma idiota com ele.
Hurt Hurt Hurt
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

The Queen of the North
Planeta Tangerina, 2020
Original language: Portuguese
165 x 230 mm, 60 pp
Rights sold: French, Korean, Spanish (LA),
Portuguese (SA)

Sister
Planeta Tangerina, 2016
Original language: Portuguese
195 x 220 mm, 32 pp
Rights sold: Korean, Simplified & Complex
Chinese, French, Spanish (SA)
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Mudei para modo de voo,
mas sinto-me a aterrar.
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GRAPHIC NOVELS

The Postman in Outer Space

The Postman in Outer Space 3
World Hunger

Funny and thrilling graphic novels for 8+ about postman Bob,
who likes his routine and truly loves his job. To him, mail service is serious business! On board of his spaceship, he delivers
letters and parcels to a whole lot of people, all around the
galaxy – well, the part of the galaxy he knows, of course. But
something is wrong this morning at the post office.

Guillaume Perreault
Bob is just starving this morning, but our hungry
earthling has no idea that this will be the least of
his worries on this utterly incredible day. Making
himself understood in the four corners of the galaxy
may well be the real challenge he has to face.
Finally, the third volume of adventures with our
favorite postman in outer space!

WINNER OF LES PÉPITES DE MONTREUIL 2016
NOMINATED TO PRIX JEUNESSE DES LIBRAIRES DU QUEBEC

Le facteur de l’espace
La Pastéque, 2016
171 x 222 mm, 146 pp
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean, Catalan,
Spanish, World English, Russian, German,
Ukrainian

The Postman in Outer Space 2

Le facteur de l’espace - La faim du monde
La Pastéque, 2022
Original language: French
171 x 222 mm, 146 pp
Rights sold: Ukrainian

The Biker Bandits
In the second adventure about Bob the space postman, Bob has
to take care of an intern, which he’s not too thrilled about. And
with only one small letter to deliver, Bob expects the day to be
boring. But this single letter will be the beginning of a whole series
of weird events, starting with a gang of intergalactic bikers who
start to chase them. What do they want? And how are they going
to get rid of them?

Le facteur de l’espace - Les pilleurs à moteurs
La Pastéque, 2019
171 x 222 mm, 146 pp
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Catalan,
Spanish, World English, Russian, German,
Ukrainian
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NON FICTION

The Ant's Record Book
Katja Bargum & Jenny Lucander
In this picture book you'll find the answers to everything you have ever been wondering about ants
– as well as facts you'd never imagine. Despite ants
being so very small, they have superpowers! They
can live just about anywhere, and on any continent.
They can live in 50 degrees heat in the desert,
inside an acorn, underground, up in a treetop or in
your home.
There are one million billion ants on planet Earth.
And we meet them all the time in our everyday
lives. Who are the toughest ant soldiers? Which
ant’s sting is the most painful? Answer: the bullet
ant’s. And which ant is the laziest? Answer: the
male. How old can an ant get? Answer: 30 years old
and the oldest ever found lived in Finland.

The other 999 999
999 999 999 are
behind me!
Myrornas rekordbok
Förlaget, spring 2022
Original language: Swedish
278 x 240 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: Finnish

Katja Bargum is a biologist, science journalist and
has, among other things, published the book The
Ants' Secret Lives.
Award-winning illustrator Jenny Lucander's other
books at Koja Agency include We Are Lions! (text
by Jens Mattson, winner of the Nordic Council
Literature Prize 2020) and Facts About Dads (text
Oskar Kroon).

ore
A little m
anks!
honey, th

It will be so nice being
just us girls again.

st ant goes to...

The prize for the lazie
the MALE ANT!
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NON FICTION

600 Ma
PROTEROZOIKUM

Earth Book I: Time

/ FANEROZOIKUM

En ny eon! Fanerozoikum heter den och den ska fortsätta ända fram till nutiden.
Fanerozoikum betyder ungefär ”synliga djur”. Och synliga är dom ...

Matilda Ruta
kaMbriska explosionen

In this book we travel through time and space,
back to when our planet was born. Who are we?
Where does all the bustling, strange life come
from? And how can one animal – humans – despite their short time on Earth, have destroyed so
much of nature and the ecosystem? Does humankind really want to erase the early weave of life
that we are also a part of? Or can we be another,
kinder, kind of animal?

488-444 Ma: Ordovicium-utdöendet

Jordbok 1: Tiden
Natur & Kultur, April 2022
Original language: Swedish
170 x 210 mm, 64 pp

With facts, crafts, comic strips and contemplative
questions, Matilda Ruta studies time in this first
of four Earth Books. Through the geological term
Deep Time, but also with inspiration from ecophilosophy, climate psychology, and the method
Active Hope, she attempts to write about nature
and the most difficult challenge, that all people
are facing together.
The book is inspired by and partly done in collaboration with Deep Time Walk, an app created
by scientists, artists, activists and ecologists, that
guides the listener on a walk through the long life
of our planet Earth.

ca 541 - 520 Ma: Kambriska explosionen

This is an illustrated non-fiction book for children
with an environmental and climate theme, a
book to encourage discussions. It is the first in a
planned series, to be a helping hand/guide for
children in these challenging times. What does it
mean to be a human on Earth? How do we find
hope about the climate, and look at our role in
the long history of our planet?

The other Earth books planned will be on Life,
Death and The Future.
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460–420 Ma: Andean-Saharan-istiden

Matilda Ruta is a children’s and comic book artist
and author. She is chair five in the Swedish Children’s Book Academy and has been nominated to
a number of important awards. She has previously
created the picture books about Ninna, among
others.

SOR
MAS JUR!!
D
AV URRA!!
H

Allt på jorden hittills har utvecklats långsamt
under miljarder år. Men nu, vid den här tiden,
för ungefär 541 miljoner år sedan, händer en
av de största och snabbaste förändringarna i
livets historia på jorden. På väldigt kort tid, 20
miljoner år, blir haven som en stor bubblande
kittel, full av roliga, nya djurarter som dyker
upp, utvecklas, förändras och blir fler och fler.
Fort och mycket!
Den här tiden kallas för den kambriska explosionen. Inte för att något pangar och exploderar på riktigt, men för att så många nya djur
dyker upp samtidigt. De får ryggrad, ögon,
och evolutionen gör att de blir märkligare och
coolare hela tiden. Haven är proppfulla av liv!
Här nedanför ser du några av de nya djuren.

min
Kolla äkting!
sl
fina trilobiter la
l
ul
En defaktiskt r is
c
kundeop sig pre
ih m jag.
so

ARCHAEOCYATHID

TRILOBIT
2 mm-40 cm
Vanlig som fossil.
Liknar en gråsugga!

ca 5 - 20 cm
Filtrerar havsvatten
och fångar upp
mindre djur.

ANOMALOCAR

IS

OPABINIA

60 cm - En av
de
största artern
a.

4-7 cm
Fem ögon!

WIWAXIA
3-5 cm
Knivliknande
taggar på
ryggen.

fullt
Havet är berg som
från
av kalk det använder
så
vittrat, ra kroppar
vi i vå
skal.
och gör

HALLUCIGENIA
5-30 mm
Pytteliten och konstig.
Den har en rund mun
med tänder så den
kan tugga maten.
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NON FICTION

NON FICTION

The Little Veterinarian School

In the Water

Your Dog from Nose to Tail

Alexandra Dahlqvist

Sara Klinga Myr & Emma Jansson
The water on the west coast is wild and beautiful!
Here we find crayfish that pee from their heads, deep
sea devilfish with luminescent tentacles, and in the
fall, groups of orcas can be seen passing along the
coast. There is coral reef, and did you know that all
seaweed is edible? And watch out so a flying octopus doesn’t crash into your head!

For all young ones who dream of becoming a veterinarian or those who just want to know more about
their dog and how they are feeling. The veterinarian in this book explains how you can examine and
understand your dog at home, all the way from nose
to tail.
Author Sara Klinga Myr is a veterinarian and writer.
Emma Jansson is an illustrator with a love for nature
and animals.

This book takes the reader on a spectacular exploration under the surface of Sweden’s beautiful west
coast where we get to familiarize with long-distance
guests and well-known regulars.
The book can be modified to work in other territories
by changing the text in parts and deducting a few
species/pages.

Lilla veterinärskolan
Triumf förlag, April 2022
Original language: Swedish
40 pp

Alexandra Dahlqvist makes her author debut with
this beautiful and inviting non-fiction book about
species under the surface. She is an illustrator,
graphic designer and art director. She dreams of one
day bumping into a basking shark, or a blue whale.

I vattnet på Västkusten
Natur & Kultur, May 2022
Original language: Swedish
170 x 240 mm, 80 pp

På det här uppslaget kan du se några av de bläckfiskarter
som då och då dyker upp på den svenska västkusten.

Sidensepia
Sepia officinalis

Skedkrake
Bathypolypus bairdii

Dvärgsepia
Sepiola atlantica

Slät kragsepia
Rossia macrosoma

Knottrig kragsepia
Rossia palpebrosa

Rundfenad sepia
Sepietta oweniana

Det har blivit vanligare med bläckfisk i svenska vatten. Faktum är att
mängden bläckfisk tycks öka i hela
världen. Vissa forskare menar att
det beror på kraftiga klimatförändringar.
Ett plötsligt kallare vatten, till
exempel, kan göra att bläckfisken
mognar senare. Det gör att den kan
överleva till nästa säsong. Under
tiden hinner den äta sig betydligt
större, innan den når sin könsmognad, fortplantar sig och slutligen dör. De flesta bläckfiskar dör
nämligen direkt efter att de har
förökat sig.
Av alla arter vi känner till – ungefär 800 stycken – blir de flesta bara
ett till två år gamla. Vissa arter kan
dock bli upp mot fem år gamla.

10
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Nordkalmar
Loligo forbesi

Virvelkrake
Eledone cirrhosa
(mer på sidan XX)
Spetskalmar
Alloteuthis subulata

11

Spökkrake
Haliphron atlanticus
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FICTION 6-9

Bim's World. The Night at School
Kristina Sigunsdotter & Jenny Jordahl
A new series by August Prize winner Kristina Sigunsdotter!
A major part of children’s lives take place at school,
same goes for Bim. It centers around having friends
that are kind and friends that are not-so-kind, about
carrying a soup of tears in your chest, and hiding in the
gym for hours with someone you like. In Bim’s world
there is also the artist-mom who likes to walk around
naked during the summers and goes into hibernation
during winters, and the really ugly dachshund Weiner.
With an unfailing eye for middle grade, Sigunsdotter
creates characters and situations that makes the reader
feel.
Kristina Sigunsdotter is a journalist and a writer, who
was awarded the August Prize for The Secrets of Cricket
Karlsson. Jenny Jordahl is one of Norway’s foremost
illustrators. She illustrates Bim’s World with warm humor.

Bims värld. Skolnatten
Natur & Kultur, March 2022
Original language: Swedish
150 x 200 mm, 180 pp

UPCOMING TITLES
Bim's World – The School Ghost
Bim's World – The School Trip
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FICTION 6-9

F I C T I O N 6 - 9, 9 -12

The Robberson Family

"The books about Family Robberson are a clever mix of adventure, silly occurrences,
family conflicts, and regular everyday life – and among the best children’s literature we
have right now."
Dagens Nyheter

and the Lady With the Feather Boa
Anders Sparring & Per Gustavsson

INBROTT i (OCH
rymning
från) finkan!

Familjen KNYCKERTZ i farten igen!

TURE ÄR DUKTIG på det mesta – men ljuga, det kan
han inte. Och i familjen Knyckertz får man bara
beröm om man ljuger eller knycker det som är
andras. Nu planerar mamma Fia och pappa Bove
ett besök på diamant-utställningen i huvudstaden.
Men vem ska läsa godnattsaga för lillasyster
Kriminellen? Grannen Paul Isman är snäll, men
när han frågar var föräldrarna håller hus går
det som det går. Ture råkar säga sanningen.

!
Snuten i FARA

HÅRDARE TAG!
Ny polis i stan!

HUNDTJUV härjar!

DET ÄR EN ny polis i stan. Han heter Klas och
är inte alls lika snäll som Paul Isman. Klas är
misstänksam mot alla som har randig tröja och
bovmask. Särskilt mot stackars Ture Knyckertz.
Dessutom är Klas ovanligt intresserad av familjens
hund, Snuten. Han vill att Ture ska visa kvitto på
att Snuten är köpt för ordentliga pengar. Annars
kommer han att ta Snuten. Och skicka honom till
Nordpolen.
Stackars Ture! Familjen Knyckertz köper ju
INGENTING för ordentliga pengar.
Nu är goda råd dyra!

ISBN 978-91-27-15424-7

ISBN 978-91-27-15831-3

9 789127 154247

9 789127 158313

Knyckertz_gulddiamanten_omslag.indd Alla sidor

Knyckertz_snutjakten_omslag.indd Alla sidor

Familjen Knyckertz och damen med fjäderboan
Natur & Kultur, April 2022
Original language: Swedish
215 x 178 mm, 64 pp

Per Gustavsson is an illustrator and author.
He has illustrated a number of books, both
his own and for others. His books about the
Princess have sold over 200,000 copies and
are translated to several languages.
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2018-02-13 11:28

2019-02-01 15:15

folk skrattar åt tavlan och säger att den är ful? Tänk om
Artur Gallieri är arg för att Damen med fjäderboan är borta?
With drastic humor and full-color illustrations, the
Så Ture har klätt ut sig till konstnär igen.
books about the popular family of robbers are the
När Ture kommer närmare, upptäcker han att det
perfect bridge between picture and chapter book,
kryllar av människor utanför museet. De trängs och
for age 6–9.
försöker ta sig fram till ingången. Men där står en
ilsken vakt och ropar att man måste ställa sig sist i kön.
The series has been translated to German, Dutch,
Ture ställer sig sist i kön. Snart kommer det mer

Danish, Estonian, Czech, Latvian, Finnish, Italian,
Norwegian and Polish.

44

The TV series about the family, “A (dis)Honest Christmas with Knyckertz”, was broadcast in December
2021 on SVT, Sweden’s public service television. The
show consists of 24 refreshingly amoral episodes with
a warm, vintage-feel as countdown for Christmas Eve.

Anders Sparring is a screen writer and has
written television scripts for many popular
children’s shows. In addition to his writing,
Anders also does stand-up comedy.

FAMILJEN KNYCKERTZ och snutjakten

Nattligt ÄVENTYR!

FAMILJEN KNYCKERTZ och guldddiamanten

When the Robberson family is going to repaint their
kitchen, Mom Fia mistakenly steals the wrong color,
because her flashlight goes out just as she’s broken
into the paint store. (Just try it yourself, choosing the
7. Tristan Krakow
right color in the dark!). Now the family needs a new
painting to cover up the ketchup-colored kitchen,
Ture har tryckt ner baskern över öronen. Målarrocken är
and a coup against the city’s art museum is soon in
knäppt hela vägen upp till hakan. Genom solglasögonens
the making. Poor Ture gets a tummy ache just thinmörka glas ser han det stora konstmuseet, långt där borta.
king about it, and decides to paint his own artwork,
The Robberson
The Robberson Family and
Tänk att något som Ture
har målat, Family
hängerand
där inne. Han
so that mom and dad don’t have to commit crimes
the Birthday
Coup
bara måste få se det med
sina egna
ögon. Men han vill the Gold Diamond
all the time. What can go wrong? Well, just about
helst inte att någon ska känna igen honom. För tänk om
everything!

människor. Det blir trångt. Ture får knuffar i ryggen och
armbågar i örat. Baskern åker på sniskan. Det är nära att
Ture tappar solglasögonen. ”Vad är det som har hänt?”
undrar han. ”Varför är det så mycket folk här?”
En kvinna med jättestora örhängen, vänder sig om.
”Tristan Krakow är tillbaka”, säger hon.
”Tristan vem?”
Kvinnan ser förvånad ut. ”Du som är konstnär känner
väl till Tristan Krakow?”
”Nej”, mumlar Ture generat.
”Hör på den va?” ropar kvinnan. ”Den här lilla
målarkludden vet inte vem Tristan Krakow är!”
The Robberson
andoch tittar på
TheTure.
Robberson
Hela
kön vänderFamily
sig om
”Såna Family
som and
the Cop
Chase
Eesman's
du borde
inte
få bära basker”, mumlarPaul
någon.
”StällSecret
dig sist
i kön!” ropar en annan. ”Eller gå hem!” fnyser en tredje.
Anders Sparring • Per Gustavsson

Anders Sparring • Per Gustavsson

The sixth book in the series about the popular thieving family!
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The Robberson Family and the
Curse of the Egyptian Cat

The Robberson Family's
Coloring & Activity Book
An activity book for those on a school break, those who are bored, or
maybe those in jail. Because what can be better than spending some
time with the world's best family of thieves? Learn what your thief name
would be, take a Robberson quiz, learn to draw the characters, do crossword puzzles, and much, much more!
Familjen Knyckertz pysselbok:
Utbrott och inbrott
Natur & Kultur, 2021
Original language: Swedish
215 x 178 mm, 96 pp
RIGHTS LIST SPRING 2022 · KOJA AGENCY
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F I C T I O N 9 -12

F I C T I O N 9 -12

The Mutants – The Experiment
Ingela Korsell & Daniel Thollin

An experiment gone wrong and a group of
children with animal mutations. Science and
magic meet in this action-packed hybrid between
chapter book and graphic novel, that takes place
now and in the future.
Matteo goes to sixth grade in a suburb outside
a smaller city. Everything would have been fine if
it wasn’t for the bully Arvid, and for the fact that
Matteo had bat wings that grow out every time
he gets stressed or angry. But soon there are bigger problems than that to worry about. Someone
burns the family farm down and tries to kidnap
Matteo. During the dramatic escape he meets
other children with unusual qualities who are also
being hunted. But by whom? And why?
An exciting story that doesn’t shy away from
bigger questions. Adventure, heartburn, and a
touch of humor for middle grade readers, both
bookworms and those that haven’t started to
love books yet.
Mutanterna – Experimentet
Natur & Kultur, April 2022
Original language: Swedish
160 x 210 mm, 150 pp

The Experiment is the first book in the series The
Mutants by comic book illustrator Daniel Thollin
and Ingela Korsell, author of the popular PAX
books.

UPCOMING TITLES
The Mutants 2 – The Book of Black Magic
The Mutants 3 – The Battle
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F I C T I O N 9 -12

The Night Raven

Moonwind & Hoff

Stockholm, 1880. It’s a merciless winter and the entrances to
the inner city are blocked by the snow. It’s impossible to get in
or out. Eleven-year-old Mika is an orphan and has lived at the
orphanage her whole life. Mika’s childhood has formed her into
a brave, street-smart kid – a survivor. When she is witness to a
murder investigation, her razor-sharp eye and analytical ability
are crucial in the hunt for the perpetrator.

Johan Rundberg

The Blood Pact
On the journey from Stockholm, Mika realizes Valdemar
is in worse shape than she initially thought. What if he
dies? When they finally arrive at the Gilles estate, they are
mistaken for police officers, who have for some reason been
called for. Mika plays along to win time. But who or what
is creeping around the estate at night, locking every door?
And where is Miss Moonwind hiding, Mika’s mother? It turns
into a nerve-racking venture in the search for Mika’s origin.

Sold to: Arabic, Danish, French, Norwegian,
World English

Johan Rundberg is an author living in Stockholm. He has
written picture books, early readers and middle grade,
among which The Love Pizza, Knocked Romeo and most
recently, the series Witch Knot: The Phantom's Voice, The
Emperor’s Grave and The Island of Shadows.

Blodspakten
Natur & Kultur, May 2022
Original language: Swedish
135 x 190 mm, 200 pp

While working together to solve the case, Mika and police
constable Valdemar Hoff develop an odd friendship. Powerful
people in the city are hiding something, and Mika must put all
her skills to the test to solve the mystery and save them both.
This is a chilling reading experience, but also with a lot of humor. It’s a heartfelt story and captivating time travel, leaving the
reader wanting more.

The Queen of Thieves
Stockholm is anticipating the arrival of the famous Vega
expedition. At the market in Norrbro, people are crowding
around a thrilling knife throwing show. At the orphanage,
Mika is worried about two of the children, they have changed
and started skipping out on school. She soon realizes that
the children are in greater danger than she first thought.
Mika must put her own life at risk to save them.

A thrilling, brilliantly written
series about a child at the
bottom of society
in 19th century Stockholm.
Sold to: Norwegian, World English

AWARDS AND PRAISE FOR THE NIGHT RAVEN

“Highly recommended for those who like historical
novels, exciting life stories and detective mysteries
of the slightly scarier kind. Think Sherlock Holmes for
younger readers.“
Barnens boktips
“I'm sure this will be one of this year's most talked
about youth books. It is utterly impossible not to be
drawn into this exciting and horrific story set in 1880s
Stockholm!“
Boktanken

WINNER OF THE AUGUST PRIZE FOR BEST
CHILDREN'S BOOK 2021
WINNER OF THE CRIMETIME AWARD FOR
BEST CHILDREN'S BOOK IN THE GENRE
44
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“I can highly recommend Nattkorpen /.../ a mustread, a very exciting book /.../ a perfect book to read
aloud, so I hope that many middle school teachers
will find this gem.“
Barnboksbloggen

The Angel of Death
The memories of the winter have faded, and Mika is no
longer wanted by the law. One night she receives a visit by a
member of the criminal gang The Girls. The member wants
to show Mika her macabre discovery. At the same time, Valdemar Hoff asks for help with a new case. Everything seems
connected somehow. A terrible secret seems to lie behind
these two events, a secret that has been unrevealed for many
years. The noose is tightening around Mika and Valdemar as
they try to solve the biggest unsolved murder case the city
has ever seen.
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YO U N G A D U LT

TRANSLATION GRANTS

Sister
Sofia Nordin

Syster
Rabén & Sjögren, 2021
Original language: Swedish
200 x 140 mm, 278 pp

”About co-dependency’s
mechanisms, budding
teenage love, strong feelings
of different kind, and normscepticism – all the time
beautifully nuanced and free
from moralizing.”
Borås Tidning
46

Before the elevator stopped, mom handed Alva over
to me and took out the car key. “Forget about the child
seat, just put her in your lap and we’ll go” she said decisively. “Okay,” I said. We ran towards the car and threw
ourselves in it. Mom turned the key and jump-started
the car before I even managed to put my seat belt on. I
turned around and saw dad standing there in the gray,
cold afternoon. He did nothing. I don't even think he
shouted at us. He just stood outside the front door, one
hundred percent abandoned.

SWEDEN – Kulturrådet

Magda’s mother has finally made up her mind. It’s time
to leave. Magda, her mother, and her little sister move
to Jordasång, a sort of collective and women’s shelter in
the countryside. Everything is different there: there is no
TV or internet and preferably one shouldn’t use mobile
phones either. Magda is sceptical at first, but she quite
soon throws herself into their new life. Sister, who is the
leader at Jordasång, becomes her new role model, and
Magda listens to everything Sister says. At the same
time, she is getting closer to Attila, who is the same age
as her and doesn’t know anything about mobile phones
but is very good at growing vegetables. And listening.

FINLAND – FILI

It’s not so easy to leave the past behind, though. Maybe
Magda could contact her dad once – only once – even
though everyone says she shouldn’t? He is still her
father…

The Translation component of Arts Abroad funds the translation of Canadian literary works for international publication. International literary book publishers must be located outside of Canada and
publish literary books in languages other than English and French as their primary activity. Applications may be sent in any time before the translation is completed.

Sofia Nordin writes about hardship in a low-key and
toned-down way that makes the big feelings tangible
and understandable, without ever letting the tension
and lingering discomfort go. Sister is a novel about
being co-dependent and a love story that shows that not
everything is black or white, even though it may seem
so at first.

For more information: http://canadacouncil.ca/funding/grants/arts-abroad/translation

”…very gripping in its portrayal of a collective of women
who have fled violence and
abuse, but that haven’t found
freedom nonetheless.”
Göteborgs-Posten
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”Sofia Nordin, an author with a
wide register, not only portrays
a heavy subject matter in a wellwritten and accessible way, she
also manages to impressively
balance its duality [...] Sister is
made for us to twist and turn
our preconceived views.”
BTJ

Applications for subsidies for translations to non-Nordic languages and production costs may be
filed by foreign publishers (for Nordic publishers there is a specific grant).
Applications can be filed to cover translation costs, and production costs for fully illustrated
children’s books, non-fiction, comics and graphic novels. The grant cannot cover copyright costs.
The books must be translated directly from the original language of publication.
There are three application periods each year, two in the spring and one in the fall.
For more information: https://www.kulturradet.se/en/our-grants/grants-overview/

FILI offers grants to support the translation of Finnish literature. These grants are intended for
publishers outside Finland and are to be applied towards the translator’s fee. There are three application periods per year. Grants are available for printing costs for comics, graphic novels and children’s
picture books. There's also a promotional grant to support marketing activities for new translations
of Finnish books. If you are a publisher outside Finland, you can apply for a grant to cover the cost of
commissioning a reader’s report.
For more information: http://www.finlit.fi/fili/en/grants

CANADA – Canada Council for the Arts

PORTUGAL – DGLAB, Portuguese Ministry of Culture
DGLAB provides financial support to translation costs and production costs of picture books and comics by Portuguese authors originally written in Portuguese to be translated, published and distributed abroad. The deadline for the application is May 31st every year.
For more information:
http://livro.dglab.gov.pt/sites/DGLB/English/livro/divulgacaoEstrangeiro/Pages/EdicaoEstrangeiroNew.aspx
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Cover illustration: Yoko Heiligers
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